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Geomorphography of the Northern Half of Inawashiro 
 Basin with Relation to the Changes of Lake Level 
                     Ken-ichi TANABE*
    Introduction  — Inawashiro Basin is one of the intermontain basins situated 
in the back-bone range of the Tohoku District, and was formed as a fault-angle 
basin between the tilted block of Mt. Yabuki and the block of Mt.  Ootakil). The 
eastern boundary of this basin is defined by the long fault-scarp extending along 
the east edge of the latter block, and measures about 30 km from north to south. 
The eastern side of the former block is marked by the Mt. Yabuki Fault-scarp, 
which faces the Aizu  Basin.2) Lake Inawashiro, the fourth largest lake of Japan, 
lies in the southern half of the  fault-angle basin, and the volcano of  Bantai3) and 
the mud-flow of Okinajima cover the northern fourth of the basin. The Nippashi 
River drains this basin cutting the mud-flow. 
   The author has published two papers on the topography of this basin. In 
the first  report  4), he described the shore-features  ; namely the sand spits, sand 
bars, a wave-cut cave, lake notches and especially the lake terraces showing the 
former lake levels. In the second  papers}, he treated the fault topography and 
the lake and river terraces in the southern half of the basin, and presumed a
tilting of the basin toward the north, based on the correlation of the terraces. 
   In this paper he will refer to the old lake levels and severalcharacteristic 
landforms related with the lowering of the lake level. 
              I. Old Shore Lines of the North Coast 
   As previously described, there are three levels of wave-cut terraces on the 
east side of the Okinajima Mud-flow, which indicate the old lake levels. In this 
section, he discusses on the characteristics of the londforms of the outskirts of Mt. 
 * D. Sc., Prof. Geogr., Dept. Fac. Educ., Tohoku Univ. 
 (1) Taro  Tsujimura  : Fault Topography (in Japanese), 1942. pp. 260-261. 
 (2) ibid. (1), p. 277. 
 (3) The volcano f Bantai or Bantai Volcano is the name for the group of three peaks  —
         Mt. Bantai, Mt. Akahani and Mt. Kushi-ga-mine. 
 (4) Ken-ichi  Tanabe  : Preliminary Note on the Shore Features of the Lake Inawashiro. 
         Ann. Tohoku Geogr. Ass., Vol. 2 (1949), pp. 16-19. 
 (5) Ken-ichi  Tanabe  : Terrace Topography onthe Southern Coast of the Lake Inawashiro 
         and a Preliminary Study of the Block Movement of its Basin. Geogr.Jour. 
        Japan, Vol, 26 (1953), pp. 67-71,
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Bantai and at the foot of the Kawageta Fault-scarp, in comparison with those of 
the  Okinajima Mud-flow. 
   It is natural that the main features of landforms on the fringe of volcano, 
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and along the foot of fault scarp are 
those of aggradation, because a large 
amount of wastes is supplied from 
their slopes. Foot slopes of volcanoes 
are a kind of fans, and along fault 
scarps fans are well developed. When 
these fans come in contact with lakes 
(or sea), deltas are formed and devel-
oped as is shown in Fig. 2A. When 
the level becomes lower by some 
reason, the feature as Fig. 2B is 
formed and new deltas develop in 
accordance with the new water level 
(Fig. 2C). Namely the old lake level 
is clearly shown by means of the 
junction line between the top-set and 
the fore-set slopes. 
     Such junction lines are clearly 
developed at the margin of the foot-
slopes of Mt. Bantai, Mt. Akahani 
and along the outskirts of the foot 
of the Kawageta Fault-scarp as shown 
in Fig. 3. At the margin of the foot-
                                             Fig.2
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 Fig, 3. Distribution of terraces and fans on the northern fringe of the Lake
   Two distinct levels are discernible in the development of terraces incised in the 
numerous fans at the foot of the Mt. Kawageta Fault-scarp, and new fans have 
developed from the lower fans. These terraces are  correlated to the changes of 
the lake level. However, northwards from the Shizu Fan the terraces are not 
 developed,7 because the fans are on the bed of the Nagase River, which makes 
the upper terrace. 
   The altitude of the lake levels measured from these junction lines are  525-
528 m and 523 m at the western part of the foot of Mt. Bantai, 528-530 m and 
 (7) Oomizusawa Fan has one terrace whose terrace scarp is 20 m in height. This fan is 
         an exceptional one and the scarp is made by the side erosion of the Nagase River 
         was which forced eastward by Biwazawa  Mud-flow or the growth of Mt. Kushiga-
         mine as is described in the next section. 
         K. Ishikawa says that the 20 m scarpis a new fault scarp, but the author can 
         not agree with his opinion. 
         Kenzo  Ishikawa : TheTopography of Kawageta Fault-scarp and its New Move-
         ment. Promt. Thesis, Inst. Geogr., Tohoku Univ. (1956), (unpublished).
Fig. 4.
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525 m at the eastern part, and 530 m and 525 m at the foot of Mt.  Akahani.8) 
At the Utsuno Fan, the contact line between the  old lake level and the old (higher) 
fan is not discernible, for the marginal part of the fan is eroded in the process of the 
building of the second fan. So the upper lake level is unknown here, but the 
second level is 528 m. The 530 m and 525 m levels are shown from the conjunction 
lines of the Kawageta Fan to the south of the former fan. Shakozawa nd Sekito 
Fans are not well developed for the drainage areas of the respective rivers are not 
so large. Therefore both deltas do not protrude from the line of fault scarp, 
showing the levels of 530 m and 525  m  ; 525 m and 520 m. 
   At Kanzawa which lies on the eastern part of the Okinajima Mud-flow, that 
is, on the north-western coast of the lake, the first terrace is 525  m+ and the second 
520  m9). Among the levels of terraces above described, the development of levels 
of the Sekito Fan is nearly correlated to that of the levels of the Kanzawa Terraces. 
However, at the foot of the fault scarp the levels, become gradually higher towards 
the north from the Sekito's levels, and at the foot of the volcano the levels also 
become gradually higher from  south-west o north-east than the Kanzawa's 
levels. 
   In short, the upheaval is clear in the north-eastern corner of the basin of the 
line connecting Kanzawa with Sekito. In the second paper concerning the 
southern half, the author presumed the northward tilting of the  basinio, but now 
in the northern half of the basin the north-eastward upheaving is pointed out. So 
the movement of the basin floor as a whole is a down warping. 
   The first lowering of the lake level is 5 m, but the shore-line feature is not so 
much changed. The second drop is also 5 m, but the lake floor was widely ex-
posed forming a wide coastal plain, and the lake was much diminished in area. As 
the result of this drop the shoreline feature became similar to that of the present 
day. The third fall of the lake level occured rather  recently  ; the fall is about 2 m. 
As the result of this last lowering, the streams on the coastal plain commenced 
down-cutting, and at some parts of the coast low cliffs (about 1 m) are made, but 
the shape of the lake was almost unchanged.
(8) Y. Nakamura says that the old levels are 530 m and 525 m on all fringes of Mt.  Bantai, 
        But it seems that it is because he measured the levels from the top of the new 
        deposits (so-called delta in this paper). 
         Yoshio Nakamura : Lake terraceson Southern Foot-slope of Bantai Volcano. 
        Ann. Tohoku Geogr. Ass., Vol. 11 (1958), pp. 20-21. 
(9) ibid. (4), pp. 18-19. 
(10) ibid. (5), pp. 70-71.
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                    II. Okinajima Mud-flow 
   The mud-flow is the key to  expl_ain the origin of Inawashiro Lake, so the 
study of its toporgaphy is very important. But the  knowledgell) of this area is 
too inadequate to clarify its origin. The highest part lies at the eastern part, and 
the surface gradually lowers its height towards the north west, that is, 640 m to 
190 m within a distance of 12 km from the eastern part to the north-western 
margin. And at the same time, the height gradually declines  northwards  ; for in-
stance, 640 m to 540 m within a distance of 3 km at the eastern part, 530 m to 
400 m within the same distance at the middle part and 315 m to 285 m within 2 km 
at about 2 km eastwards from the western margin. 
   Fig. 512) shows the level connecting the bottoms of the hollows in the mud-
flow area. The object of this figure is to find the buried level of the hollows. From 
the analysis of the level, three facts are introduced. First, the level becomes lower 
like a flight of steps ; secondly, there are six steps in number ; thirdly, the 520 m 
level is very wide at the southeast margin. 
   In Figure 6 the flow lines and the steep scarps are shown, as well as the flow 
lines of the fans outside this mud-flow. The scarps are the steps shown in Fig. 5, 
and the arrangement of  the scarps shows an  echelon pattern in some parts. 
Especially, it is clear at the northeast margin. The author interprets that the steps 
are generally formerd by the movements of mud-flows on undulated surfaces, 
and echelon scarps are presented in the case of the change in the direction of flows. 
Thus interpreted, the main flow is towards the south on the east part of this area 
and changes in direction towards the north-west making a U-turn, and after the 
 (11) Hatso  Yasuta  : Volcanic Mud-flow Areas and their Reclamation i North-eastern 
        Japan. Geogr. Rev. Japan, vol. 24 (1950), pp. 297-302. 
      Yutaka  Mizuno  : Mud-flow Topography at Okinajima. Ann. Tohoku  Geo  ger. Ass., 
         vol. 11 (1958), pp. 22-24. 
          He analyzes the direcsions of the  Flow-mounds and concludes that the directions 
         to the flow lines are vertical at the marginal part and parallel at thecentral 
          part of the flows. 
      Chozaemon Mitsuyama : Discustion of Crater of Nekoma Volcano and Origin of 
          Inawashiro Lake. Jap. Journ. Geol., Vol. 32 (1926), p. 147. 
         He concludes that the origin is in the middle part of this mud-flow area and 
         supposes that the flow is the eruption of the first stage of volcanic activity andfol-
            lowing activity does not occur. 
 (12) Topographical maps in the scale of  1  : 25,000 are covered with a mesh 500  x500  m  ;
          mark the lowest point of each mesh, and then draw isopleth lines. The figure 
         is somewhat similar to the valley level map. But in this figure the valleys of
          Nippashi, Ooya and Kaneyama are ommited, because they have deeply eroded
         into the mud-flow surface and the object of the author is to get the level of the 
          bottom or the buried level of hollows on the mud-flow surface.
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last step the mud-flow made a landform like a fan,  ,for the mud flowed over the 
northern part of the Mt. Yabuki Fault-scarp, and accumulated at the foot of its 
scarp. 
   The echelon step-scarps of the northern margin are made by the sideward 
flows toward the old valley draining the Inawashiro Basin. This old valley, 
following an antecedent course, dissected the western ridge of the tilted block. It 
severely eroded the southern foot of the Oguni Volcano, and an enormous  amount 
of wastes supplied by the radial valleys of the volcano was transported by the river 
into the Aizu Basin. Since the valley was cut by the mud-flow, the wastes had 
to be deposited at the mouths of the radial valleys, so that many fans developed 
covering the northern fringe of the mud-flow. 
   Thus fresh fans have grown up at the southern foot of the Oguni Volcano 
as the result of the mud-flow. The terminal scarps of the radial spars of the 
volcano behind the fans, are the cliffs of the old valley wall. The trough between 
the Okinajima Mud-flow and Oguni Volcano is the relics of the old antecedent 
valley, because the Ooya River now draining this trough is small and unable to 
make the vast lowland. 
   The north-eastern part of this mud-flow, which is supposed by its near source, 
is covered by the new  ejecta of Mt. Bantai, and its northern part is covered the 
volcano itself, so that the raggedness of the mud-flow can not be observed. Such 
being the case, the origin of the mud-flow remains open to question. 
   At the western part of Inawashiro town, there are small partches of a  mud-
flow13). This mud-flow is covered by Mt. Akahani. The author thinks that both 
flows are of the same origin and related to the initial eruption of the Bantai 
Volcano. The phase of mud-flow and the type of flow-movement are similar to 
those of the mud lava of the Paricutin Volcano,  Mexico14^, and Vesvius Volcano, 
 Ita137'5). 
   Lake Inawashiro was dammed by this mud-flow, and the lake level reached 
to the lowest part of the mud-flow surface, and then the water cut through the low 
parts, making the present course of the Nippashi River. At several places along 
the route, there are the step-scarps mentioned above, on which headward 
erosions are progressing upstream. When the erosion reached to the lake, the 
level of the lake was lowered. Such phenomenon took place several times, 
 (13) The materials are composed of volcanic ash, and angular lava blocks and the phase is 
 agglomeratic. The phase and materials are remarkably similar to that of the 
          Okinajima Mud-flow. 
 (14)  K.B.  Krauskopf  : Lava Movement a Paricutin Volcano, Mexico. Bull. Geol. Soc. 
         Amer., Vol. 59 (1948), pp. 1267-1284. 
 (15) C.A.  Cotton  : Volcanos as the Landscape Form. (1944), pp.  238-240.
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Fig. 5. Bottom level map of the Okeinajima mud-flow area
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Fig. 6. Flow direction of the Okinajima mud-flow area
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accompanied by the falls of the  levello. The profile of the Nippashi River has 
several knick points. The existence of such knick points can not be explained by 
any other reason, because no effects of Mt. Yabuki Fault are found on the mud-
flow surface. 
   At the southern part the depression hollows of the mud-flow are buried by 
peat. These places are called Oono-hara, Akai-yachi and  Torikari-hara. The 
bottom levels of the buried hollow are 528-530 m in Oono-hara, 525-530 m  and423— 
525 m in Akai-yachi, and in Torikari-hara 523-525 m. Between the former two 
and the latter areas there is a low divide. It is certifies that the former marshy 
lands were covered by the lnawashiro Lake at the highest level, and in some parts 
even at its second level. On the 
contrary Torikari-hara was sepa-
rated from the lake by the divide, 
and formed an independent lake. 
     III Oguni and Bantai    I uni d ntai 
         Volcanoes 
   On the northern fringe of the 
Inawashiro  Basin, there are many 
volcanoes aligned from west to east 
as is shown in Figure 8. 
   (1) Oguni Volcano This is 
located at the western  'end of the 
row, and its caldera is the depres-
sion  type'7'. The volcano has 
been dissected maturelyand has 
many deep V-shaped radial valleys. 
From the view point of the state of 
dissection, the Oguni Volcano is 
older than the eastern ones. Its 
western slope is disturbed by the 
extension of the fault which in the 
south makes the Mt. Yabuki Fault-
scarp. Such a state is expressed 
in the drainage pattern shown in 
 (16) Now, many dams are made forel 
           erosion is almost stopped.
  (17) Depression calderas re not seen
`~ '~~ =\ 
~t 
     :14-/
 v,fr
   Fig. 7. Drainage pattern of western 
slope of Oguni Volcano
Now, many dams are made for electricity within the valley, so the the process of such 
   rosion s lmost topped. 
 De-oression calderas are not seen in the other eastern volcanoes.
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Figure 7. At the northern slope, a remarkable land-slide is observed. Such 
landforms is very rare on the volcanic slopes. One of the reasons is the deep 
cutting of the Ooshio River, but there also will be unknown reasons. As to the 
southern slope, descriptions have already been given in the part of the  Okinajima 
Mud-flow. 
   (2) Mt. Nekoma This is a parasitic cone on the north-eastern end of the 
somma of the Oguni Caldera, with an explosion crater and five small parasitic 
craters. The eastern and western slopes of this cone are not much dissected. The 
western slope is within the Oguni Caldera and is composed of its atrio, so that the 
caldera-lake of Oguni-numa is an atrio-lake. The eastern slope has four small 
parasitic craters and two of them stretch out in the direction from west to east 
and all the craters stand on a line of the same direction and on its extension the 
Bantai Volcano is located. 
   (3) Bantai Volcano The famous volcano of Bantai is a composite volcano 
with remarkably complex structure of explosion craters. There are three peaks  :
Mt. Bantai, Mt. Akahani and Mt. Kushi-ga-mine, separated from one another by 
many calderas. 
   Mt. Bantai has a fresh slope on its south-western side, where many lava flows 
are seen, and the foot-slope is well developed, covering the north-eastern part 
of the Okinajima Mud-flow. 
   On the otherhand the maturely dissected slope of Mt. Kushi-ga-mine faces 
the north-east, and its fringe forms the right wall of the valley of the Nagase 
River. The floor of the river is buried under a new mud-flow, so that this wall 
was formed by the old Nagase River running at a lower level. There are some 
explosion craters at the head of the deep radial valleys. 
   The slope of Mt. Akahani faces to the south-east, and is not much dissected, 
but the end of the slope is a steep scarp. Especially, at the eastern part of the 
scarp, it seems to make a continuation of the valley-wall scarp of the marginal part 
of Mt. Kushi-ga-mine slope. Several deep valleys that have formed by headward 
erosion develop from the steep scarp, and the southern fringe of the slope has a 
steep scarp and some short deep valleys. The western part of this scarp is covered 
by the foot-slope of Mt. Bantai. 
   The marginal steep scarps of Mt. Kushi-ga-mine and Mt. Akahani are similar 
to the terminal scarps of the radial spars of the Oguni Volcano, mentioned in 
relation with the Okinajima Mud-flow of the second part. They can not be explain-
ed from the present erosion base. 
   Thereby Mt. Kushi-ga-mine and Mt. Akahani are older than Mt. Bantai and 
the Okinajima Mud-flow and Okinajima Mud-flow is older than Mt. Bantai.
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    There are recent mud-flows outpouring toward north and east. The northern 
flow is called the Ura-Bantai Mud-flow. Its flow occured in 1888 (July  15th)18). 
This explosion was very violent, and Mt. Sho-Bantai (means small Bantai), that 
had lain in the north of Mt. Bantai (Mt. Oo-Bantai—great Bantai—called at past), 
was destroyed and the great horse-shoe shaped explosion caldera was  formed. The 
mud-flow clogged the valley of the old Nagase River, and climbed the mountain 
foot and valley floor on the opposite side. Then the flow set on the lowland along 
the old valley and flowed out again along the Nagase River as far as the eastern 
side of Mt. Kushi-ga-mine. Many dammed lakes were formed in the tributaries 
of the Nagase River in the north of Bantai Volcano. 
    An old mud-flow remains on the western side of Ura-Bantai Mud-flow. It 
seems that the old flow poured out from an explosion crater, and the remnants of 
its wall  are observed behind the Naka-no-yu Hot Spring. A small cinder cone, 
Mt. Maru-yama 1358 m, was formed in the Naka-no-yu Caldera and its eastern 
part was blown away. There are several small parasitic craters in this part. To 
the west of the cinder cone, there is a northward lave flow which branches near 
its end, and the branch to the right is covered by the  okl mud-flow. The origin 
of this lava flow is unknown. 
    In 1938 the northeast end of the caldera wall and in 1954 the southeast and 
southwest walls broke down, and their debris slided down covering a part of  Ura-
Bantai Mud-flow. But these are of minor scales, and were not caused by volcanic 
eruption. 
    Among the three peaks, Mt. Bantai, Mt. Kushi-ga-mine and Mt. Akahani, 
there is a larger circular crater called Numa-no-taira Crater. This is also an ex-
plosion caldera, and a mud-flow has outpoured eastwards. This Biwazawa Mud-
flow flowed into the old Inawashiro Lake following the valley of the old Nagase 
River, at the south-east part of Mt. Akahani. So the surface is almost at the same 
height as the high terrace of the Nagase River. After that several times the east 
wall of the crater broke down, and the debris were deposited upon the old 
Biwazawa Mud-flow in the form of a fan. When the Ura-Bantai Mud-flow 
outpoured, a new mud-flow occured in this area. But the new mud-flow was not 
caused by volcanic eruption, and is only distributed upon the fan-like slopes, the 
origin being the corraption of the crater wall. 
   The western side of the slope of Mt. Akahani is a long steep cliff. This cliff 
is the left wall of a large caldera. The other wall had disappeared by the explosions 
Numa-no-taira Crater and others. Without this interpretation, the origin of the 
(18) 253 persons died, 45 houses and about 130 Cho of cultivated land were buried 
         immediately b the  mud-flow.
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cliff can not be explained. While there are high cliffs facing the south at the 
southern part of Naka-no-yu Crater. That cliff may  be the right wing correspond-
ing to the left wall of Mt. Akahani. But as it is certain that the eruption of Mt. 
Bantai followed to form the Akahani wall, if the wall is a part of a caldera, where 
did the outpouring material  go  ? It may be suggested that the caldera opened to 
the southwest, although there is no evidence. 
                         IV. Conclusion
   The level of Lake  Inawashiro, which had been dammed by the Okinajima 
Mud-flow, was lowered three times. It is because the knick points of the Nippashi 
River have arrived at the level of the lake so many times. Each knick point was 
made by the steep escarpment on the mud-flow. It is a very special phenomenon. 
The old lake levels are indicated by the conjunction lines among the top-set slope 
and fore-set slope of deltas developed along the coast at the north-eastern area, as 
well as by the lacusterine terraces on the north-western coast. 
   It is observed that the basin was uplifted toward the northeast. Taking 
the southward upheaving seen in the southern half of the basin into consideration, 
the crustal movement in Inawashiro Basin as a whole is a combination of 
down warping and tilting. 
   Some fossil topography are found at the foot of the Oguni Volcano, Mt. Kushi-
ga-mine and Mt. Akahani. One of these is the valley wall of an antecedent valley 
before the flowing of the Okinajima Mud-flow, and another is also the valley wall 
of the old Nagase River before the formation of the lake. Lacustrine terraces also 
will belong to a kind of fossil topography. 
   The origin of the Okinajima Mud-flow is still unknown, but it is the oldest 
one, and the initial Biwazawa Mud-flow is later than this. The time relation 
between the old Ura-Bantai Mud-flow and Biwazawa Flow is not clear yet. 
   Many fans have developed at the foot of the Kawageta Fault-scarp after the 
formation of the lake, and it is suggested that there was a period when a large 
quantity of wastes was supplied within a short time. The author intends to discuss 
on the topography of the Kawageta Fault-scarp in another paper.
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